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**R&B/HIP-HOP SONGS**

**TOP R&B/HIP-HOP SONG**

**NEEDED ME**

BY RIHANNA

**WRITERS**

ADAM "FRANK DUKES" FEENEY (SOCAN)
BRITANY "STARRAH" HAZZARD
PRINCE CHARLEZ
DERRUS RACHEL

**PUBLISHERS**

ALMO MUSIC CORPORATION
BMG GOLD SONGS
NYAN KING MUSIC, INC.
PEOPLE OVER PLANES
SEVEN CORNERS
SHAY NOELLE PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

THESE ARE SONGS OF PULSE

**AWARD-WINNING R&B/HIP-HOP SONGS**

**2 PHONES**

BY KEVIN GATES

**WRITERS**

BRITANY "STARRAH" HAZZARD
KEVIN GATES
MADMAX

**PUBLISHERS**

ARTIST PUBLISHING GROUP WEST
KEVIN GATES MUSIC
MADMAX SOUND
PEOPLE OVER PLANES
PRESCRIPTION SONGS

THESE ARE SONGS OF PULSE

**679**

BY FETTY WAP FEATURING REMY BOYZ

**WRITERS**

FETTY WAP
REMYBOY MONTY

**PUBLISHERS**

45TH AND 3RD MUSIC PUBLISHING INC
GOODFELLALIFE ENT
REMY BOY MONTY PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.
ZOOFEM

**AGAIN**

BY FETTY WAP

**WRITERS**

FETTY WAP
Eddie "SHY BOOGS" TIMMONS

**PUBLISHERS**

45TH AND 3RD MUSIC PUBLISHING INC
GOODFELLALIFE ENT
TIMMONS GENIUS
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
ZOOFEM

**ALL THE WAY UP**

BY FAT JOE, REMY MA & JAY Z
FEATURING FRENCH MONTANA & INFARED

**WRITERS**

SHANDEL "INFARED" GREEN
KARIM KHARBOUCH
REMY MACKIE

**PUBLISHERS**

CUTS OF REACH MUSIC
FIRST IN PLATINUM PUBLISHING
REMYNICE MUSIC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
FATHER STRETCH MY HANDS PT. 1
BY KANYE WEST

WRITERS
NOAH GOLDBEIN
SCOTT MESCUDI
JEROME POTTER
ALLEN RITTER
RICK RUBIN
MALIK YUSEF

PUBLISHERS
ALL THE NOISE
AMERICAN DEF TUNE
ELSIE’S BABY BOY
JABRIEL IZ MYNE
JLOL ASCAP
NOAH GOLDBEIN MUSIC
RITTER BOY
SONY ATV TUNES LLC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

FOR FREE
BY DJ KHALED FEATURING DRAKE

WRITERS
AKINYELE
KACY L BROOKS
KENNETH GRANT
PAUL “NINETEEN85” JEFFERIES SOCAN
LAMARQUIS JEFFERSON LROC
JORDAN ULLMAN (SOCAN)

PUBLISHERS
AIR CONTROL MUSIC INC
BASAJAMBA MUSIC
LARGE CAP ENTERTAINMENT
LOADED MICZ ENT
ME AND MARQ MUSIC
NIAN KING MUSIC, INC.
OTEM SOUTH
SONY ATV TUNES LLC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.
FORMATION
BY BEYONCÉ
WRITERS
BEYONCÉ
MIKE WILL MADE-IT
PUBLISHERS
OAKLAND 13 MUSIC
SOUNDS FROM EARDRUMMERS
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.

HELLO
BY ADELE
WRITER
GREG KURSTIN
PUBLISHERS
KURSTIN MUSIC
SONYATV TUNES LLC

HOLD UP
BY BEYONCÉ
WRITERS
BEYONCÉ
EMILE HAYNIE
EZRA KOENIG
MNEX (PRs)
THOMAS WESLEY PENTZ
JOSHUA TILLMAN
PUBLISHERS
I LIKE TURTLES MUSIC
OAKLAND 13 MUSIC
SONGS OF SMP
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.

HOTLINE BLING
BY DRAKE
WRITER
PAUL “NINETEEN85” JEFFERIES SODAN
PUBLISHERS
NYAN KING MUSIC, INC.
SONYATV TUNES LLC

I GOT THE KEYS
BY DJ KHALED FEATURING JAY Z & FUTURE
WRITERS
SHAWN “JAY Z” CARTER
JAKE ONE
PUBLISHERS
CARTER BOYS MUSIC
MOMO ELENA MUSIC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.

JUMPMAN
BY DRAKE & FUTURE
PUBLISHER
SONYATV TUNES LLC

KEY TO THE STREETS
BY YFN LUCCI FEATURING MIGOS & TROUBLE
WRITERS
QUAVO
TAKEOFF
PUBLISHERS
HUNCCHO YRN MUSIC
SILENT ASSASSIN YRN
NO PROBLEM
BY CHANCE THE RAPPER FEATURING LIL WAYNE & 2 CHAINZ

WRITER
TAUHEED “2 CHAINZ” EPPS

PUBLISHERS
RESERVOIR MEDIA MUSIC
TY EPPS MUSIC

ONE DANCE
BY DRAKE FEATURING WIZKID & KYLA

WRITERS
PAUL “NINETEEN85” JEFFERIES (SOCAN)
NOAH “40” SHEBIB (SOCAN)

PUBLISHERS
NYAN KING MUSIC, INC.
RONCEVILLE’S MUSIC PUBLISHING
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

QUI
BY JEREMIH

WRITERS
ANDREW “DILLA” BONSU
KHARI “NEEDLZ” CAIN
JEREMIH FELTON
“KENNY KOLD”

PUBLISHERS
DRY RAIN ENTERTAINMENT
GHANADON PUBLISHING
OHAJI PUBLISHING
POWER PEN ASSOCIATED PUBLISHING
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

PANDA
BY DESIGNER

WRITER
ADNAH “MENACE” KHAN

PUBLISHER
STELLAR SUN SONGS

PERMISSION
BY RO JAMES

WRITER
WILLIE HUTCH

PUBLISHER
JOBETE MUSIC CO INC

PLAY NO GAMES
BY BIG SEAN FEATURING CHRIS BROWN & TY DOLLA $IGN

WRITERS
BIG SEAN
AARON HALL

PUBLISHERS
BMG GOLD SONGS
CAL-ROCK MUSIC INC
DONNIL MUSIC
MY LAST PUBLISHING
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

SAV IT
BY TORY LANEZ

WRITERS
GORDON CHAMBERS
NICHOLLE LYNNETTE GILBERT
DAVE JAM HALL

PUBLISHERS
BROWN GIRL MUSIC
THE NIGHT RAINBOW MUSIC
STONE JAM PUBLISHING INC
ORISHA MUSIC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.
SoRRy
BY BEyONcÉ
WRiTER
BEyONcÉ
PuBLiShERS
oAKLAnd 13 MUsiC
WARNer/CHAPPELL MUsiC iNC.

SoRRy NoT SoRRy
BY BRySON TiLLER
WRiTERs
MiLLi BEATz (GEMa)
TiMBALAND
PuBLiSHERS
a MAX ENTERTAiNMENT PUBLiSHiNG
OLE RED CAPE
vB RiSiNG PUBLiSHiNG

THE HILLS
BY THE WEEkND
WRiTERs
AHMAD “BELi” BALSHiE (SoCaN)
EMMANUEL “MANO” NiCKERSoN
T W RAYBOULD (PBi)
AbEL “THE WEEkND” TESFAYE (SoCaN)
PuBLiSHERS
coNNOSSEUR OF coNNOSSEURs
KORaLT SONGS MUsiC PUBLiSHiNG
SONGS OF SMp
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUsiC iNC.
**Top Rap Song**

**Controla**

*By Drake*

**Writers**
- Dwayne "Supa Dups" Chin-Quee
- Moses Anthony Davis (PRS)
- Donald Anthony Dennis (JacaP)
- Gary Lewis Jackson (PRS)
- Stephen "Di Genius" McGregor
- Allen Ritter
- Patrick LéRoy Roberts (PRS)
- Matthew "Boi-1da" Samuels

**Publishers**
- 1DAMENTIONAL PUBLISHING LLC
- BLACK CHINEY MUSIC
- RITTER BOY
- SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
- UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

---

**Again**

*By Fetty Wap*

**Writers**
- Fetty Wap
- Eddie "Shy Boogs" Timmons

**Publishers**
- 45TH and 3RD MUSIC PUBLISHING INC
- GOODFELLA4LIFE ENT
- TIMMONS GENIUS
- SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
- ZOOVIER

---

**Award-Winning Rap Songs**

**679**

*By Fetty Wap Featuring Remy Boyz*

**Writers**
- Fetty Wap
- RemyBoy Monty

**Publishers**
- 45TH and 3RD MUSIC PUBLISHING INC
- GOODFELLA4LIFE ENT
- REMY BOY MONTY PUBLISHING
- SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
- WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.
- ZOOVIER
ANTIDOTE
BY TRAVIS SCOTT
WRITERS
DAVE GUY
EBONY “WONDAGURL” OSHUNRINDE (SOCAN)
BRYAN VAN MIERLO “EASTBOUND” (SOCAN)
PUBLISHERS
BMG GOLD SONGS
EXTRAORDINAIRE SONGS
SONGS OF BIG DEAL
FOR FREE
BY DJ KHALED FEATURING DRAKE
WRITERS
AKINFEYE
KACY L BROOKS
KENNETH GRANT
PAUL “nineteen85” JEFFERIES (SOCAN)
LAMARQUIS JEFFERSON
JORDAN ULLMAN (SOCAN)
PUBLISHERS
AIR CONTROL MUSIC INC
BASA JAMBA MUSIC
LARGE CAP ENTERTAINMENT
LOADED MICZ ENT
ME AND MARQ MUSIC
NYAN KING MUSIC, INC.
OTEX SOUTH
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
WARNER/CHAPPELL MUSIC INC.

HOTLINE BLING
BY DRAKE
WRITER
PAUL “nineteen85” JEFFERIES (SOCAN)
PUBLISHERS
NYAN KING MUSIC, INC.
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

JUMPMAN
BY DRAKE & FUTURE
WRITER
ADNAN “MENACE” KHAN
PUBLISHER
STELLAR SUN SONGS
PANDA
BY DESIGNER
WRITER
ADNAN “MENACE” KHAN
PUBLISHER
STELLAR SUN SONGS
TOO GOOD
BY DRAKE FEATURING RIHANNA
WRITERS
DWAYNE “SUPA DUPS” CHIN-QUEE
DRE SKULL
PAUL “nineteen85” JEFFERIES (SOCAN)
PUBLISHERS
BLACK CHINEY MUSIC
NYAN KING MUSIC, INC.
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

CUT IT
BY O.T. GENASIS FEATURING YOUNG DOLPH
WRITER
MONTRE “ITREZ” EDMONDS
PUBLISHER
ITREZBEATS

DOWN IN THE DM
BY YO GOTTI FEATURING NICKI MINAJ
WRITER
MARIO MIMS

FATHER STRETCH MY HANDS PT. 1
BY KANYE WEST
WRITERS
NOAH GOLDSTEIN
SCOTT MESCUDI
JEROME POTTER
ALLEN RITTER
RICK RUBIN
MALIK YUSEF

PUBLISHERS
ALL THE NOISE
AMERICAN DEF TUNE
ELISE’S BABY BOY
JABRIEL IZ MYNE
JLOL ASCAP
NOAH GOLDSTEIN MUSIC
RITTER BOY
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING
CONTROLLA
DRAKE

WRITERS
DWAYNE “SUPA DUPS” CHIN-QUEE
MOSES ANTHONY DAVIS (PRS)
DONALD ANTHONY DENNIS (JACAP)
GARY LEWIS JACKSON (PRS)
STEPHEN “DI GENIUS” McGREGOR
ALLEN RITTER
PATRICK LEROY ROBERTS (PRS)
MATTHEW “BOI-IDA” SAMUELS

PUBLISHERS
IDAMENTIONAL PUBLISHING LLC
BLACK CHINEY MUSIC
RITTER BOY
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

AWARD-WINNING GOSPEL SONGS
#YDIA
BY ZACARDI CORTEZ

WRITERS
IZK “KETHAHWRTA” JENKINS
FRED “TRAXX” SANDERS

PUBLISHERS
BLACK SMOKE MUSIC WORLD WIDE
HOTSKINS MUSIC
INK BOI PRODUCTIONZ
TRAXX SANDERS PUBLISHING

123 VICTORY
BY KIRK FRANKLIN
FEATURING PHARRELL WILLIAMS

WRITER
LAWRENCE “KRS-ONE” PARKER

PUBLISHER
UNIVERSAL MUSIC PUBLISHING

TOP GOSPEL SONG
BETTER
BY HEZEKIAH WALKER

WRITER
GABRIEL J HATCHER II

PUBLISHER
PHATCHORDZPRODUCTIONS

GOSPEL SONGS

TOP GOlSPel SONG
BETTER
BY HEZEKIAH WALKER

WRITER
GABRIEL J HATCHER II

PUBLISHER
PHATCHORDZPRODUCTIONS
THE ANTHEM
BY TODD DULANEY
WRITERS
JOHNNI HUNT (APRA)
HENRY SEELEY
LIZ WEBBER (APRA)
PUBLISHERS
CAPITOL/CMG GENESIS
INTEGRITY WORSHIP MUSIC

BE LIKE JESUS
BY DEITRICK HADDON
WRITER
MARCUS HODGE
PUBLISHER
MARCUSHODGEMUUSIC

BLESS THE LORD
BY ANTHONY BROWN & GROUP THERAPY
FEATURING DORETHA ‘DODI’ SAMPSON
WRITER
ANTHONY BROWN
PUBLISHERS
KEY OF A MUSIC PUBLISHING
TYSCOT MUSIC

I’M GOOD
BY TIM BOWMAN JR.
WRITERS
JOHNNA AUSTIN
ARTHUR ROSS
LEON WARE
PUBLISHERS
NAKED UNDER MY CLOTHES MUSIC
JOYETE MUSIC CO INC
SONY/ATV TUNES LLC

I’M YOURS
BY CASEY J
WRITER
CASEY J
PUBLISHERS
CASEY HOBBS MUSIC
MDB MUSIC GROUP
TYSCOT MUSIC

PUT A PRAISE ON IT
BY TASHA COBBS FEATURING KIERRA SHEARD
WRITER
TASHA COBBS LEONARD
PUBLISHERS
MEADOWGREEN MUSIC COMPANY
TASHA COBBS MUSIC GROUP

SPIRIT BREAK OUT
BY WILLIAM McDOWELL FEATURING TRINITY ANDERSON
WRITERS
BEN BRYANT (PRS)
MYLES DHILLON (PRS)
LUKE HELLERBROTH (PRS)
TIM HUGHES (PRS)
PUBLISHER
CAPITOL CMG GENESIS

WORTH
BY ANTHONY BROWN & GROUP THERAPY
WRITER
ANTHONY BROWN
PUBLISHERS
KEY OF A MUSIC PUBLISHING
TYSCOT MUSIC
You’re NOT collecting 100% of your Digital Royalties.

FIND OUT WHAT YOU’RE MISSING.
MARTIN BANDIER
AND EVERYONE AT
SONY/ATV
MUSIC PUBLISHING
CONGRATULATE ALL OF OUR
AWARD-WINNING SONGWRITERS
AT THIS YEAR’S
ASCAP RHYTHM & SOUL
MUSIC AWARDS

SONY/ATV MUSIC PUBLISHING
PUBLISHER OF THE YEAR
NOTORIOUS B.I.G.
FOUNDERS AWARD
PAUL JEFFERIES AKA NINETEEN85
& ALLEN RITTER
SONGWRITERS OF THE YEAR
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FETTY WAP
AGAIN
FETTY WAP, EDDIE TIMMONS
ALL THE WAY UP
KARIM KHARRBOUCH
CONTROLLA
ALLEN RITTER, DWAYNE CHIN-QUEE,
BOI1DA, STEPHEN MCGREGOR
DON’T
JERMAINE DUPRI
EXCHANGE
JAYALYN HALL, MICHAEL JOHNSON
FATHER STRETCH MY HANDS
PT. 1
ALLEN RITTER, JEROME POTTER,
NOAH GOLDSTEIN
FOR FREE
JAMES PHILLIPS, PAUL JEFFERIES
HELLO
GREG KURSTIN
HOTLINE BLING
PAUL JEFFERIES
I’M GOOD
ARTHUR ROSS, LEON WARE, JOHNTA AUSTIN
JUMPMAN
LAKE BY THE OCEAN
MAXWELL, HOD DAVID
NEEDED ME
ADAM PEENEY
NO LIMIT
USHER
ONE DANCE
PAUL JEFFERIES
PERMISSION
WILLIE HUTCH
(SEX YOU) BACK TO SLEEP
ALLEN RITTER, ANDERSON HERNANDEZ,
MARK PITS, BOI1DA
TOO GOOD
ANDREW HERSHEY, PAUL JEFFERIES,
DWAYNE CHIN-QUEE
WORK
ALLEN RITTER, BOI1DA,
RUPERT THOMAS, JR.,
MONTE MOIR
JIMMY JAM & TERRY LEWIS

As ASCAP songwriters and producers for 34 years, Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis have earned millions of sales on more than 100 albums that have exceeded gold, platinum, and multi-platinum status. They scored an incredible 16 #1 pop hits, more than any other songwriting and production team in pop history; and achieved the rare feat of writing and producing pop hits in three consecutive decades (1980s, 1990s and 2000s). They are also responsible for 26 songs that reached #1 on the R&B charts.

Jam and Lewis started out as part of Prince’s band, The Time, in Minneapolis and aside from Prince, they are widely recognized with crafting the “Minneapolis sound.” After parting ways with Prince, they established a recording studio and production company called Flyte Tyme. Their longtime collaboration with Janet Jackson spawned several #1 hits and solidified them as pop hitmakers. They have won five Grammys and received the most nominations for Producer of the Year, with 11 nominations, and won the award in 1987 at the 29th Grammy Awards, the very first year they were nominated. They have received eight ASCAP Songwriter of the Year Awards – six for Rhythm & Soul Music and two for Pop Music.

With a remarkable career that has spanned more than three decades, Jam and Lewis have worked with artists such as Herb Alpert, TLC, Sounds of Blackness, Yolanda Adams, Jordan Knight, Michael Jackson, Boyz II Men, Usher, Johnny Gill, Mary J. Blige, Mariah Carey, Prince, Spice Girls, Vanessa Williams, George Michael, Melanie B, Rod Stewart, Kelly Price, Gwen Stefani, New Edition, Eric Benet, Pia Zadora, SOLO, and The Human League.
ASCAP SONGWRITERS OF THE YEAR

ALLEN RITTER
BACK TO SLEEP
CONTROLLA
FATHER STRETCH
MY HANDS PT. 1
WORK

PAUL JEFFERIES
“NINETEEN85”
FOR FREE
HOTLINE BLING
ONE DANCE
TOO GOOD
The Notorious B.I.G. is widely known as one of the most influential hip-hop artists of all time. The Brooklyn-bred rapper released his critically acclaimed debut album *Ready to Die* in 1994, which is certified quadruple platinum by the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA). At a time when West Coast hip-hop was immensely popular, the success of the album led Biggie to be credited with reviving the East Coast hip-hop scene. He immediately saw pop chart success with his first single “Juicy/Unbelievable,” followed by songs such as “Big Poppa,” which soared to #1 on the rap charts; and “One More Chance,” which sold over one million copies. Biggie was also featured on gold and platinum selling singles, “Player’s Anthem” and “Get Money,” released by his protégé group, Junior M.A.F.I.A., which included Lil’ Kim and Lil’ Cease.

In 1997, after Biggie’s death, his second album, titled *Life After Death*, was released. It hit #1 on the Billboard charts and was certified with diamond status in 2000, the highest RIAA certification given to a solo hip-hop album. The album spawned #1 hits on Billboard’s Hot 100 charts including the lead single, “Hypnotize,” as well as follow-up “Mo Money, Mo Problems,” featuring Sean “P. Diddy” Combs and Mase.

The Notorious B.I.G.’s legacy continues to survive and inspire countless other artists who have sampled his music.
WARNING/CHAPPELL
CONGRATULATES
ALL OF OUR
AWARD-WINNING
SONGWRITERS

FOREVER
A LEGEND

Congratulations to the late Christopher G. L. Wallace and his Estate for being honored with ASCAP's Founders Award.

Christopher remains the greatest to ever do it. It's a joy to see his brilliance acknowledged. We are honored to serve and help preserve the legacy.

FROM JULIAN, STACI, ELLIE, CARRON, AND EVERYONE AT NIXON PEAODY LLP
300 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE | LOS ANGELES, CA | NIXONPEABODY.COM
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF TONIGHT’S WINNERS!

Especially to our clients and friends:

BOI-1DA
PARTYNEXTDOOR
VINYLZ

We are proud to be a part of your teams.

Tavel & Shulman, P.C.

COMING OCTOBER 12-15

• INSIDER PANELS
• AUDITIONS & NETWORKING
• UNPRECEDENTED ACCESS
• EXCLUSIVE PARTIES

20% ON ALL PACKAGES (EXCEPT ELITE)
USE CODE: RMCASCAP20

EDEN ROC MIAMI  |  4525 COLLINS AVENUE, MIAMI BEACH, FL 33140
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MEMBERSHIP GROUP
John Titta - EVP, Membership
Joe Abrams

RHYTHM & SOUL
Nicole George-Middleton, SVP
Danelle Cah, Cristina Chavez, Rachel Jackson,
Jonathan Jones, Moya Hkrama, Gabrielle Nunez,
Jason Reddick

FILM & TELEVISION
Shawn LeMone, SVP
Jennifer Harmon, Rachel Perkins, Brian Reyes, Michael Todd

LATIN
Gabriela Gonzalez, VP
Karl Avanzini, Luis Castro, Isena Cerna,
Daniel Gonzalez, Roberto Rivera, Jorge F. Rodriguez

MUSICAL THEATRE
Michael Kerker, VP

POP & ROCK
Marc Emut-Hutner, VP
Sara Chronert, Brooke Davenport, Andrea Doman,
Maura Duval, Tim Maginnis, Loretta Muñoz, Jason Silberman

SYMPHONIC & CONCERT
Cia Toscanini, VP

UK/EUROPE/INTERNATIONAL
Simon Greenaway, VP
Cylil Charles-Nelson, Jo Harrison, David Ryan Jordan

NASHVILLE
Michael Martin, VP
Beth Brinker, Holly Chester, Robert Filhart, Suzanne Lee,
Evyn Mustoe, Mary Self, Mike Sistad

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
Lauren Iossa, EVP & CMO

SPECIAL THANKS
Wayne Barrow, Natalia Espallat, Inga Dyer, DJ Clark Kent, DJ
Emut, DJ B-Hen, Kelly G, James Cruz, Vida Sparks, Jeff Robin-
son, H.E.R., Tasha Cobbs, DJ Gaines, Kyle, Gina Miller, Jonathan
McReynolds, Yazz, Sevyn Streeter, Jai Hawkins, Nathalie Moar,
Rotimi, Jeremiah and Frankie Santella REVOLT, Create Music,
CIROC, AKoo, Sound Royalties, The Beverly Wilshire

Thank you to all of our winners, performers, presenters and sponsors!

PRESENTED BY REVOLT
Nancy Munoz/Executive Producer,
Melissa Stanley/Associate Producer, Taylor Kavangh

EVENT PRODUCTION
Aaron Chazela - Production Director, Martin Phillips - Show
Designer, Gregg Lacy - Scenic Designer, Peter Franco - Audio
Supervisor, Paul Sarault - FOH engineer, Shaun Sebastian - Monitor Engineer, Bill Callison - Video Director, Jon Griffin - Lighting Programmer, Jeff Morgan - Stage Manager, Ted Thornton - Camera Operator, Andre Berry - Camera Operator, Michael Young - Handheld Camera, Keith Silva - Teleprompter, Kevin Parker - PSAV, Tim Thornton - PSAV

DESIGN DIRECTION
Kristie Fenning, ASCAP Art Director
with Edan Dover

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Michelle Huff and Simone Smalli, Strategic Heights Media
Cathy Nevins, ASCAP

SCRIPT
Ethan Rosenbloom, ASCAP Director & Deputy Editor

LEGAL AFFAIRS
Greg Morgado, SVP, Business and Legal Affairs
Sam Moenski, VP, Business and Legal Affairs

SPECIAL THANKS
Wayne Barrow, Natalia Espallat, Inga Dyer, DJ Clark Kent, DJ
Emut, DJ B-Hen, Kelly G, James Cruz, Vida Sparks, Jeff Robin-
son, H.E.R., Tasha Cobbs, DJ Gaines, Kyle, Gina Miller, Jonathan
McReynolds, Yazz, Sevyn Streeter, Jai Hawkins, Nathalie Moar,
Rotimi, Jeremiah and Frankie Santella REVOLT, Create Music,
CIROC, AKoo, Sound Royalties, The Beverly Wilshire

thank you to all of our winners, performers, presenters and sponsors!
CONGRATULATIONS!

SONGWriters OF THE YEAR

PAUL "NINETEEN85" JEFFERIES

- Drake "One Dance"
- Drake "Hotline Bling"
- Drake "Too Good" ft. Rihanna
- DJ Khaled "For Free" ft. Drake

ALLEN RITTER

- Rihanna "Work" ft. Drake
- Drake "Controlla"
- Kanye West "Father Stretch My Hands Pt.1"
- Chris Brown "Back to Sleep"

AWARD WINNERS

SUPA DUPS

- Drake "Controlla"
- Drake "Too Good" ft. Rihanna

NOAH "40" SHEBIB

- Drake "One Dance"

BOI-1DA

- Rihanna "Work" ft. Drake
- Drake "Controlla"
- Chris Brown "Back to Sleep"

PARTYNEXTDOOR

- Rihanna "Work" ft. Drake

FRANK DUKES

- Rihanna "Needed Me"

NYAN KING MUSIC

M3ENT.COM